
Year 3 Christ Church    WEEK 2 – Monday 30th March 2020 

MATHS LO: Fraction revision 
 
Today you will be revising what we learnt about fractions a couple of weeks ago in school. Remember! 

 A fraction is an equal part of a whole 

 The horizontal line in a fraction can be understood as ‘out of’ 

 The denominator (bottom number) tells you how many equal parts the whole has been split into 

 The numerator (top number) tells you how many of those equal parts you have/want/are shaded etc. 
 
The following are websites to go on and practice your fractions. My advice is to start with the one at the 
top of the list and work down. I’ve written some notes next to each one.  
If you would like more fraction fun, I’ve attached Fraction Bingo and lego fractions which you can have 
fun with. 
 
http://resources.hwb.wales.gov.uk/VTC/ngfl/ngfl-flash/fractions/fractions.html Great one to start with.  
 
http://flash.topmarks.co.uk/4097  
 
http://flash.topmarks.co.uk/4593 - good for reminding you what fractions are and what they look like (as 
well as what the denominator and numerator tell you). The ‘human’ option on this is not very helpful for 
you so stick with the pizza, water jug and chocolate. 
 
https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/fraction-matcher/latest/fraction-matcher_en.html - use the 
fractions option (not the mixed numbers one) and only do Level 1 (Level 2 only if you’re confident). 
 
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/viewing/L2801/L2801/index.html#- takes a while to load. There are some 
improper fractions (more than 1) so children may need assistance with these. 
 

SPAG / 
ENGLISH 

Note from Mrs Ross who is now ill and so unable to plan lessons: 
 
For Monday SPAG, they can be tested on the current words and then I have attached all the words that 
we've done so far in Yr3, in case any of them are keen to recap.  If they decide to look at these, I strongly 
suggest consolidating words already learnt, not trying to learn new ones! 
 
Note from Miss McH: 
 
If you would like a little extra English today, please complete the comprehension I’ve provided. 
 
 
 

  

Reading Danny Champion of the World 
Read (or get an adult to read) from the start of Ch 10 to where we reached in class to recap (up to ‘And 
so life at the filling station returned to normal…’. Read on to the end of the chapter.  
Questions to discuss: 
 Why does Danny’s father get so angry every morning on seeing Mr Hazell? Why doesn’t he just ignore him? 

What does this tell you about his Dad and how he thinks? What words and language does the Dad use to show 
his dislike. 

 The shoot - Why do all the people go to the annual shoot if they don’t like Hazell? Why would someone do 
that? Would you? 

 

http://resources.hwb.wales.gov.uk/VTC/ngfl/ngfl-flash/fractions/fractions.html
http://flash.topmarks.co.uk/4097
http://flash.topmarks.co.uk/4593
https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/fraction-matcher/latest/fraction-matcher_en.html
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/viewing/L2801/L2801/index.html


 

FRACTION BINGO! 

To play print off a game board for each player, pencils and/or dry erase markers, and grab a pair of dice. I have provided 

four different boards, but two players could easily play with the same board and come up with different combinations. 

To play, simply have a player roll the dice and fill in the fraction circle accordingly. So if a 2 and 3 are rolled, you will 

colour in 2/3’s of the circle broken up into thirds. If two 4’s are rolled, you can either fill in the circle broken up into 

fourths OR the circle that is a whole. First to get five spaces in a row filled up, wins! 

Visualizing what fractions 

represent is easier (and a lot 

more fun) when you use LEGO! 

Lay them out side by side or build 

towers. 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 



Autumn Term 2019 Spelling Words 

(Words in bold from National Curriculum Y3 & 4 spelling list) 

-ful  and -less -ment and -ness -ly 

helpful sadness sadly 

mouthful darkness lovely 

careful weakness lonely 

careless carelessness carefully 

homeless agreement happily 

beautiful enjoyment easily 

useful wickedness painfully 

delightful forgiveness wickedly 

wonderful happiness beautifully 

cheerful loneliness spitefully 

colourful business certainly 

disgraceful improvement disgracefully 

worthless excitement thoughtfully  

tasteless achievement excitedly 

thoughtless government carelessly 
-ly -sure, -sion, common words The sound /n/ written as kn and 

gn 

final  could know 

finally  should knew 

recent  would new 

recently  fruit knot 

probably history knit 

usual strange night 

usually believe knight 

certainly vision knee 

possible television knock 

possibly explosion gnome 

completely favourite knife 

busy straight knives 

business measure knickers 

accidentally treasure knowledge 

actually pleasure gnash (teeth) 
 

 



Spring Term 2020 Spelling Words  

Prefix - un Prefixes Prefixes 

unhappy almost February 

untidy already woman 

unkind although women 

unfair dislike replay 

unlucky disappear return 

unwrap disappoint report 

unable disinfect recycle 

uncover disagree bicycle 

unhealthy misspell antiseptic 

unusual misbehave anticlockwise 

unpopular disqualify antibiotics 

unknown disqualified submarine 

uncertain dishonest automatic 

uncomfortable mispronounce autograph 

unfortunately misunderstand supermarket 
Homophones  Y3 & Y4 Word List 

there  

(There is a tree over there.) 

build 

their - possessive 

(They put on their coats.) 

arrive 

they’re 
(they are) 

believe 

to (can be pronounced ‘tuh’)  question 

two (2) answer 

too (as well, also) suppose 

break  therefore 

brake  promise 

hole  address 

whole notice  
bury medicine 

berry  breath 
piece (of pie) breathe 
peace (quiet) potatoes 
 

knowledge 
 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 


